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ECONQMICS
OBJECTIVES: SET # 1



OBJECTIM:

UNIT I: BASIC ECO 'OMIC CONCEPTS

I

UNIT: 'As a basis for the study of, economics the student must

understand. and be able to appl the basic economic concepts..

This unit objectiye will have been met if the student successfully

completes 89% of the general objectives.

GENERAL; 410 student will understand and aptay the foundations

of modern economic analysis.
0

have to be met to fulfill this requirement.

SO% of the specific objectives will
'

SNCIFIC: He will. define "economic analysis" by piecing

to'.2;e her riven sentence fragments.' (90%).

,37CIPEC: He will select from gi,reri alternatives the

primarymeasn_.cof a nation's standard of living. (100X)

SPF,CIFIC: He will hnswer correctly A nultiple.choice'question

by.siaecting the mos.t,probable effects of a foret7, war on a

n2tion's stay-lard ofliving. (1000

-3'.pciliac! He will state correctly the relationsp between

the scarcity of economi.

SPECIFIC: He will list

are not natural resource

resources and.the study of economici. 90%)

at least four economic resources which

,c_(100%)

GENERAL: the student be able to applyan understanding of the

pi-incfples underlying.economic growth. 84% of the .specific

objectives will have to b met to fulfill this requirement.

'SPECIFIC: He will

correct definition

arrange given sentence fragments into a

of "economic growth "... (100Z)

SPECIFIC: He will select two measures of economic growth from

a list of alternatives. (1n0%)

SPECIFIC: He will contrast the two roles that



population plays in relation to the output-per-capita

measure of ,a standard of living. (100%)

SPECIFIC: Ho will select from giten alternatives the

correct relationship between education and economic.grOwth.

(loO)

SPECIFIC: In a paragraph of no more than fifty words he
lo,

will explain the relationship between capital formation and

economic growth. (90%)

SPECIFIC: In a 100 page paper he will lvetan example of the

law of diminishing returns and explain its operation in his

example. (90%)

4GENERAL: The student will understand and be able to apply the principles

involved in a private- enterprise, free-price economic system. 84%

rJ

of the specific objectives will have to be met to fulfill this objective.

SPECIFIC: He will list the four onomic questions which

have to be answered by every c,!np is system. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will reproduce and label the various parts

of a circular-flow diagram describing the flow of economic

activity between businesses and the public. (80%)

SPECIFIC: He will identify, in 30 words or less, the rol

of government in the "laissez-faire" philosophy of thenineteenth

century. (80%)

SPECIFIC: He will put together, given sentence fragments,

a correct definition of a "mixed economy". (90%)

SPECIFIC: He will list four economic services that the

government must provide because they cannot be provided

by a priVate.enterprise economy. (75%)



SPECIFIC: He will describe in a 100 page paper the process

by which the price system transmits information to the

fl?ctors of production as to what to produce. (80%)

GENERAL: The student, will understand the relationship between

economic analysis and public policy. 100% of the specific objectives

will have to be fulfilled to meet this requiiement.

SPECIFIC: He will list thr-le uses of economic models used

in 1-=IpAng to form 1,Ubli.c policy.'06 2/30

SPECIFIC: He will list and describe in not more than 100

vords four present-day ,scoals of publfix policy. (1'0'0

SPECIFIC: Be 16.11 give examples of four co...mon fallacies in

loFic t.Thich can interfere rith st,raig,ht thinking in economics. (75%)

GENERAL: The student will respond to the principles of economic analysis.

To meet this objective he will\hrive to meet the specific objective.

SPECIFTC: ,He'ill brim ouestions to class concerning the principles

of econoric analysis underlying the events' of current interest taking_

place oiltside class. (100)



OBJECTIVES:

7,7777,77.T,719.

UNIT III MONEY AND BANKING'

0
UNIT: The monetary envirrent involves almost everyone. The

more u-e.understand it, the more easily we can fit into society.

TO knderstnnd money' it is important. to understand the functions
\

k

and goalg of our monetry institutions. To meet this objective

the student must meet 6.,; 2/3 (70 of the general objectives

GENERU : The student will understand what money is.

this req,.0.rement he must meet the requirements of_ 75%

meet.

f' the

specific oiejerAives.

SPZCIF1::: He will select from given sentence fragments

'a correct definition of money. (100%)

SPECIFI: Given g-list of alternatives, he will choose

those items which are money and those that are "rioar

(90P

He Pill li.st two functions of money. (100%)

ST7C1:11.: He w:i.l lit Tive. financial institutions. (80%)

=SISAL: The student will. aply the process of the creation

and contraction of rmney and credit. (20%) To fulfillithis

'requirement the student, must meet (80%) of the specific requirements.

SPECIFIC: He win select from given alternatives the most

important way in which the °mount of currency in circulation

is determined. (100%)
%

SPECIFIC: He vi11 segregate a list of items into those

which are assets and those which are net worth and liabilities

to a commercialbank. (805)

1

1./
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SPECIFIC: He will write down the percentage of transn6tions

which qre made by bank checks. (90%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose froprgiven alternatives the

'correct answer in response to the question, "Where do

most bank deposits ( dollaik value ) come from?" (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose `from given alternatives the

main reason for the legal reserve requirement. (100%)

SPECIFIC: With a 20%'legal reserve requirement he

will select from given alternatives the correct amounts

of checking deposits thlt- ibankcan::have.':,(100%)

SPECIFIC:: He will state,in less than fifty words, the

probable reaction of.a banker,in a booming economy,

to the realizatioh that there are excess reserves in his

brnk. (90%)

SPECIFIC: He will select from .given alternatives the

main distinction betweeq,commereial banks and sav

banks. (100%)

SPECIFIC.: Using "T" accounts, he will trace he probess

by which money is created. He will have en given the

assumption that all banks except one are presently

"loaried.,pup to their legal reserve requirement. (90%)

SPECIFIC: He will select from given alternatives the

probable effect on Checking' deposits of aloss of. reserves

when banks are fully "loaned-up" to.their reserve

requirement. (1000

GENERAL :- The student will apply his understanding of the

FederaLReserve System and its relationship to money and

credit,, To meet this requirement the student must meet



;,,

80% of the specific objectives.

SPECIFIC: He will select from a given list the five,

component parts of the Federal Reserve System.0.00%)

SPECIFIC: He will'state to whom the Federal Reserve

Board of Governprs is most responsible,to the President

or to. the Congress.(100%)

SPECIFIC: He will list the four main service functions

of the Federal Reserve Banks. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will select from given alternatives

the distinguishing feature of a true central bank. (100%)
.

SPECIFIC: HO will select the dollar amount of member

bank deposits that could be supported, by one dollar of

gold. (100%)

SPECIFIC: lie will list two "quantitative" and two

"qualitative" credit" controls. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will state whether the volume of member.

bank reserves goes up or down when the Federal Reserve

buys government,bonds. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will state, in less than thirty words,

the effect on credit, of raising the rediscount rate. (90%),

SPECIFIC: He will state, in less than fifty words,

the, effect on credit, of lowering the mekber.bank

reserve requirements. (90%)

SPECIFIC: He' will state in less, than fifty words, the

effect on credit of lowering the gad_ reserve requirement

for member.bank deposits (reserves). (90 %)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives the

different effect oft the money supply when the Federal



,

e

Reserve Banks sell bonds to 'the public as compared

to selling to the oommerei banks. (100 %)



UNIT III: NATIONAL INCOME, PRICES, AND EMPLOYMENT

OBJECTIV.LS:

UNIT: *National income accounts and information about employ.

sent, prices, and income are contained in a large part of the

everyday news to which a person is subjected. To understand

the language of national income accounting will make a person

more' effective as- a person and as a citizen. To meet the require»

ments for this unit the student will have to meet 100% of the

requirements of the .general objectives.

GENERAL: The student 'till 'understand the nature and use

of the national *income accounts. 80% of the specific

objectives will have to be met to fulfill this requirement.

SPECIFIC: He vill select from given choices, three

ways that the gross national product can be computed

(100%)

SPECIFIC: If capital consumption allowances are

subtracted frOm t1 gross national product he will

state the name of the result. (100i)

3PECIPIC: He will state the name of the sum of all

income payments received by the factors of production:

(100%)

SPECIFIC i He vill chbose correctly the two main uses

of national income accounts. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He vill select from given choices the mvpose

of using constant dollars when meaviJring national

income at di:fferent times. (100 %)



GENERAL: The student will analyze situations using the

theory of income, employment, and prices. 84% of the

specific objectives 1111 have to be met to fulfill this

requirement.

SPECI IC: From sentence fragments he will put

together a short, corplete definition of the marginal

rzopencity to co sumo.

SPZCIFIC: tie will choose froal given alternatives

the correct relationship' between consumotion and

savings. (.100%)

SPECIFIC: Using the "permanent income hypothesis"

he will select from given alternatives the probable

result on a family's spending pattern of a large

increase in income which is considered to be 4:emp-

orary. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

the probable result of consumer spending of a large

increase in cash balance relative to current income.

(100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

the probable spending pattern after a period of price

controls and the rationing o'f scarce consumer's

goods. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will state whether the consumption

function has been relatively stable or quite unstable

over the past 100 years. (100 % )



SPECIFIC: aoosing from given alternatives, he will

cleleet these items which Are considered to be invest.

rents in tho economic sense of the word "investment".

(100 )

SMIFICt He will state whether consumtion or

rivxte investment is likely to fluctuate ";,he most

.

ewer a short period. (10e)

IFIC: F,7om vixen sentence fragments he will

put together a short, correct definition of the "Mar.

winal efficiency of investment". (100%)

SPECIFIC: He 'Fill select from given alternatives

the probable effect on investment of u dramatic naw

invention. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will describe, in _Less than 25 words,

the point at which a fiAim will stop investing, (90%)

SPECIFIC: he will state whether or not a full

emnloyment situation is obtained automacally when

equilibrium is reached. (10*

SPCLC1FIO: With an investment multiplier of three

he will select the increase in national incme

caused by Sri'" increase in private investment of ten

billion dollars. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will select fronigivcm rAlternat:,

the necessary assumption landerlying the working

of the multiplier. (100%)

SPECIFIC: ize will write e formula showing the

relationship between the multiplier and the mar-

ginal propensity to consume. (100%)



SPECIFIC:

Federal Re

effect on

e on or* ,

than 30C.'

37:CIF7

o a large

,0/.

If the interest rate is lowered by the

serve Systen, he will analyze the probable

the national income given an expanding

Thio will be done in 1 paper of no more

ords (80t.)

Re will state in a 100 pare paper the result

d- icit in government sponding on the

e.)oromy; (1) an economy with P crept anount

of unemployment, and (2) economy with full

evr, orrent. (80')

SPECIFIC: write a fornula for the equilibrium

condition involv consumption, investment, end

govei=ont spendinE (100P



UNIT IV: ECONOMIC CHANOS AND 111E !!USINESS CYCLE

OBJECTIVES:

UNIT: Few people are unaffected by fluctuations in their

economic environment; T be able to deal effectively with

economic fluctuations through economic policy it is important

to understand the underlying forces and to find methods of

measuring tnem. 662/3 lo of the general objectives will have

met to this requirement.

GENERAL: The student will understand the meanJ.ng and effects

of:changes in the price level. CO 24 of the specific object-

ives will have to be met to fulfill Lhis requirement.

SMCIFIC: lie name tha oevice 4rhich i3 used to

measure changes in the price level. (100)

SPECIFIC: From e list cf .-iven alternatives he

will select the t, -o most important questions to In

ask.& Ivhen anal;tizing the economic effects of inflation.

(100%)

SPEC1;IC: Prom a given list oC occupations he will

select those most adversely affected by i 'airly

rapid inflation (10% per year ). (80%)

3PECIFIC: He will state the speed and direction of

a change in the value of money during a period of

hyperinflation. (100%)

SP CIFIC: He pill name two types of occupations

that usually gain financially, from a deflationary

period. (50.%)



GENERAL; The student understand the nature of economic

fluctuations. 75% of the specific objectives will have to

be met to fulfill this requirement:

SPECIwIC: He will:name "ee types of business cycle

theories. (66 2/3 ';); )

SRCIFIC: He :will select from given alternatives the

relationship betveen.the multiplier- accelerator process

And the upswing of a business cycle. (90%)

SPECNIC: He Yell state whether the banking system

has many or few excess reserves at the peak of n major

business cy cle. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will list three factors that put the

United Stotee economy in a. better position to ward

off a major depression than before 1930. (662/3 )

GENERAL: The student will respond to the study of econo is

fluctuations. This olOective will be met 100;: or not all.

SPI.:CleIC: in an examination he will be asked to

explain in 50 words or less, the different changes

in the price level over the past few years. ance

the subject will not be discussed in class, if the

student gets an answer which is basically correct it

will indicate an outildk,the-ilass ilvestig::::L^...1. (80%)



UNIT V: ECONOMIC POLICIES

OBJECTIVES:

UNIT: Economic policy is formed through the interactions of economic

analysis with many social and political variables. Most voting on

economic issues involves, directly or indirectly, some understanding,

or application of economic policy. Thus it is important that

students understand and be able to apply the principles involved

in public policy decisions. 100% of the general objectives will

have to be met to fulfill this requirement.

GENERAL : The student will understand and apply the principles

of monetary policy and the role that monetary policy plays

in achieving these goals. 84% of the specific objectives will

have to be met to' fulfill this requirement.

SPECIFIC: Heill list three primary goals of stabilization

policy. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will name two general tools used by the

Federal Reserve Banks to limit the supply of credit. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will state the relationship between the velocity

of money and interest rates. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will describe, in less than 50 words, two ways

that the Federal Reserve Banks might try to bring the country

out of a recession. (100%)

SPECIFIC: In a paper of not more than 200 words he will

discuss the policy of the Federal Reserve System



during the depression of the 1930's. He will be asked

to soecifically identify their policy concerning the

outflow of gold from the United States. (80%)

SPECIFIC: He will state in less than 30 words the

two main purposes of gold in our monetary system today.

(100%)

GENERAL: The student will understand and apply the.prin-

ciples of fiscal policy. To fulfill thisrequirement he

must meet the requirements of 80% of the specific objectives.

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

the most likely effect of high government spending on

an economy at far less than full employment. (100`')

SPECIFIC: He will state,lin less than 50 words

ways that the government can cut down on total

spending in the economy through fiscal policy. (100%)

SPECIFIC: With the economy at less than full employ-

ment, he will state whether increased government

spending will but, leave the same, or increase private

investment. (100%),

SPECIFIC: With private investment held constant,

he will choose from given alternatives the most probable

effect on the national income of a balanced budget. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

the most inflationary source of government borrowing. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will arrange a given list of government

'spending possibilities in the order of those policies

whidh will get the government speriding respent quickly. (90%)



SPECIFIC: He will match "built-in-flexibilitywand

"functional finance" with the given situations in

which each is most effective. (100%)

SPECIFIC: Given the goal of a balanced budget, he

will state whether taxes are most likely to go up

or down during a recession. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will match "functional finance", "deficit

spending", "pump-priming", and balanced budget" with

the characteristics of each. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives the

possible conflicts between the goals of a stable price

level and full employment. (90%)

GENERAL: The student will understand and apply the practi-

cal problems of'stabilization ploicy. 85% of the specific

objectives will have to be met to .fulfill this requirement.

SPECIFIC; He will choose from given alternativeb the

"great unsolved problem-of monetary- fiscal policy":

the dilemma of how to hold doom inflation while
A

stimulating employment and growth. (100%)

§PECIFIo.: He will select from given alternatives

the effect on employment if wages are pushed up by

unions faster than productivity is increasing, given

the assumption that government is following price

level stabilization policy. (100%)

SPECIFIC: gewal state whether or not "built-in-

flexibility" will render "functional financing"



-"

unnecessary. in the event of a large recession. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

the probable resulting economic situation caused by

strong unions and administered pricing accompanied by

a monetarya.fiscal poll ^,y of increased growth and

employment. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will list the,two major historical causes

of expansion in government spending. (100%)

SPECIFIC: .He will state whether monetary policy, tax

reductions, or increased government spending is faster

acting. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will state whether the economic cost

of a war are paid by -mporary or futurefgenerations

when the war is- financed .primarily bygovernment

borrowing. (100%) ,

SPECIFIC: He will state whether it is true or false

that the goverhment can easily go "bankrupt" by

borrowing too much. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will state the relative growth rate of

G.N.P. compared to the national debt: fa. Ater, slower,

or at the same rate. (100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose the moreimpprtant determ.

inant of private investment: the size of tho public

debt or consumer demand relative to productive

capacity (100%)

- SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

the probable effect on monetary policy of a large

public holding of government bondi during a strongly

inflationary period. (80%)



SPECIFIC: He will explain in less than 50. Yards,

a possible conflict between. monetiry policy and, debt

management. (80%)

SPECIFIC: He will state whetherit is changes in

the government debt or the absolute level of debt

which is more important in terms of their economic

effects. \(100%)

SPECIFIC: He will choose from given alternatives

.the.effect,on anationos money supply of a large

reduction in the public debt. (100%)
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UNIT VI: COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC HSTEMS

..TIVES:

UNIT:' The two largest industrial powers in the world

today are the 'United States and the U.S.S.R.. In the. last

30 yearS Russia has nade treendous Aconomic progress.

Both country's economic systems seem to work well.. one

better than the other? Which. system offers the most

promise to the newly developing economics of,the world?

These are very important questions in the world of today.

This unit is included t'n this course to contrast and corn.

pare the underlying principles'. of these twooconomic'

system. Knowledge on .this subject should cQr?thily lead

to more effective citizenso satisfy this requirement,

the general objectives must'be met.

GENERNL: The student will understand and apply the

major operational differences between the :3oviet economy

and the American economy.. 75% of the specific objectives

must be met.

SPECIFIC: He rill select from given alternatives

the two big differences between communi4h and

capitalism. (Di)

SPECIFIC: He -All select from given alternatives

tive criteria for evaluating any economic system. (80%)

SPECIFIC: He will name the two ,Political bodies

',that set the broad economic goals for the Soviet

economy. (100%)

(
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8FZCIFIC: in 11 papor o not more than 500 words he

will expinin how the Soiet economy answers the four

basic economic questions

must answer. (80%)

vhichkevery economic system

SPECIFIC: He vIll na the primary tax of the 3oviet

(l00%)

3PECJ,PIC: He will state which economic sptem,'

communism or capitalism has the most trouble controling

dconomic fluctuations. (100%)

Si'aCiFiC: He will select from glvenal'ternatives

tha different mechnnisms for giv....ng economic securityti4.1.Russia and the United Ssda1-t.es. (10C/J,



ECONOMICS OBJECTIVES: S:3T # 2
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Beforp the studen lidertalres the study of ',6onoics,

should have an ,inderstanding of basic econoTic convents.

This unit should furnish the student with a bac.'f7round which

will make the remainder of the coirse more monnilfTful and Plore

easily understood.

3Z2U1. CBJXIIVE: The student will have an understrindinLY of

the tynes of things :conomics is concerned with.

T!!;CWIC OBJX,TI.VE: lle will write in less thnn 50

words an accentahle definition of the term 'conwrics.(10nM

PECTFIC: Given a list of decisions to be -In0e, he wilt

select those which aro "economic" in nnture,(PO''')

SFECIFIC: Given a list of ?roods with stated accoolnaning

conditions, he will indicate which roods Rro "economic"

in nature.(0%)

>F1!]C1 FIC: The student will state'the fallacy of

cor1rosition.(10n)

Gii1NEIZAL: The stildent will have an Indorstnnding of the

central ecen.omic problems cv ry society faces.

SPECIFIC: The .student: will explain in ( 0 worts the

connection between the law of scarcity and the term

"economic good."(9()%)

SPECIFIC:. Given a list of possible production situations,

he will state to wiich the law of diminishing returns



ealble. (fa`l )

Given a list of aronal increase population

and national hP will match pairs which vivo

snecificnumPricalincreas0.5 in rer capita inoome,(80.4
ra

Vie student will 1.c.now the diCrorence between the stuv

oC micro and macroconoTics.,

Given list of,unject matter, he will

Idistinmlish which gel-era11y Call within the realm of

macroeconnmics and which within the realm or micro. (8071)

ciPECIP1C: He ,will write i-n a period of 15 minutes an

es,;ay describing tlie'merits for stir rlyinrr rni croeennornics

and macro economics respectively.(80:q



r
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onoy Plays n critical role in our economy. lt is used

in the nurch .
s( and exchatwe or most economic rroods. Tt is

ims,ortNrt thqt the student uncferstands its siornificsnce and

how the rout or ioney in circulwtion is ,Iff.,ried by financial

interalediaries.

'P.r"4;"A1, C6J GrPP,.]: The student H.11 'mow the criticll role

MOTIeV plays in the'ecopony.

IFECI7IC. Given a list of functions, the student will

inYlicate"Which may ho ttributerl to :noroy.(90%)

'IrtfCIPIG: li e will solf,Ict from list ihe most anr.ropriate

definition of monoy.(100%)

GoVAI,: The student will Icnow the cw1ponents of the balance

sheet of a commercial ban'k'.

iF.T,CIFIC: Given a list of .fems, he will place them under

the nroner category of elither asset or 1 iability.(20%)

GON...,n1,: The student will understand the nroces, by which

money is crentod.

IFIC: Given the amount of nn initiol clenosit and the

percent re erve r-ouiromentl he will state the amount

by which the quantity'may ultimately he increased(100)

'iPEC1Pl,C: He will select from given alterna+ives the

maul reason for the reserve requirement. (1n0%)



lr:CFC;C: He wilNotate in less han 5') words the

si(Tnifiennee of thpammInt of free reserves a hanir

holds.(90M

31'14.:CIPIC: He will select. from n list the rrohehl

response or a hanIc when a dersit mndP, there are

few froe re%erves, and the ecninTv i tiaht.(10()

SPNCI7fC: using- "T" accoqnts, h will trace the 'rocess

by which ,noney i9 ereated.VMM

Gi!;N:10,AL: The student understnnd the worLings of the

Coderal reserve system.

Given a list or items, he Till rill in n

bPlonce sheet for a federal reserve banIc.(80q

SPECT,'T: :fp will list (he '1 means by which the Fed

controls the iv,ney .unrly.(10074

SPI!XIPTC: s the r-s:Ilt of ,Apoc Cie netiOnS by 1,110

he will indicate if the intere.,, mite to 7o

lip or down.(cM)

31-VC1FlC: Given desired erfPcts or sPecific c'ed

he will select frrqii a list actions which Till hrincr ab,wit

thesP efc'ects.tRO)
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;11e study f national income aid its covnonents Is an

important nnrt of any course ir macro-economics. Information

about national inr000, employment, interest, anr' nri cos is

cintinually in the runlic media. 'he student sho .1d have

sufficient !,nowledqe in those areas to under.4taml what ho rends.

national

CLIJit;CTIVN: The student should have. hnowledp:e of the

incoe accounts.

3.1?:!;CIPIC: Given the national income account in its

heirarchy of grosi national nrnduet, net nationnl'product,

national income, personal income, and disposobl e nersonll

incoie, the student will list whaL it'erris m,st ire adW or

subtracted frt-il eachnreceecling rifmrp, to obtain thP

succeedinp. fitzure.(110%,)

Sri,;CIPTC: He will choose from a: list nres.r.nted correct

statements why LINT is not a nerff,ictly accurate Aeasure

of the w"i.l being of the economy.(80%)

'31'ECIPIC: lie will construct a circular chart-sowing

how the magnitude or GNP can be obtained via thetxpenditureA

and the income "method. Y'

GENEQAL:' The student will have lmowledge of the componenIs

or arro.rafTate demand.



;1!'C1!flC: Ee w) 11 define the marginal rrononsitv to

consume and the marginal prorensitv to save.(11)ofl

3NCIFTC1 Ile will draw diagrams or the saving rind

consumption functions and give

shares.

;,;C: f FC: Given the \TL wil I s to Le the chanrros in

exnlanatioos Cor their

flNP due to si-ecific incromenis in invostment.(1001

SPECIPIQ: He will draw the investmont itqte eXrlicitly

'the significance of its shane.Wn

SY"°,CIwIC: He will select Crom a list of alternatives

the reason why it is irrational to hoard mon9v.(100fl

STf'XIPIC: Outsirle of clay; -; lie will write a 150-250 word

reippr describinq the accelerator and interest models or

investqlont, and will state whIch,

is the more valid model.(FW,)

SPECT7IC: He will write a formula showing the relation

shin netween "tho.multinlier and vPC.(100%)

either,

G:.;YE!tAL: lie will have a ba,4ic understan,ling of the role

prices play in the economy and the,innortant PrCect, prices

have on the level of emnlovment.

irECIPTC: He will state in a sentence the dif,Cerence

between money 'income and real income. (1434)`%)

91'I';CIFIC: lie will state in less than 10(1 words the

importance of a price deflator and when its alioation

in economic investigations "night ne arnropriate.(P0%)

SPECIFIC: Lri 5() words he will expl.ain the formula:

/ MSTw/p:vu-u, stating why this relationship i economically



rational.(RO,)

SEECIPTC: '0side of class he will write a r 4?

naper discud flf the noi,ihle effects of automation on the

levol .of employment, usinfr. such ecnno:lic terms as MPL and

real waFre.(80%)



I
TIT PC1,1*CIVii

It is imi-ortant tHat tho student Irnow the aconosic

.effects af Oiffelent T,olicy measures. is vote olong with

those of fellow students

into effect.

may.deterrgine what Policies are put

flENT."Al, OUJECP1VN: .
The student will understand the Oifference

between monetary 'Ind fiscal policy.

3P11;C1.FIC: Outside Of clasli he will write a 200 page

rarer det-.:cribing lhe nmture of f(scal Z-111 monetary

policy.(P0%)

SPECIFFC: Given a list or economic conditions, he will'

statP for e..ch whether fiscal or monetary policy

is the apnronriate measure to achieve sPecific rt:,sui-t's.(20%)

S2ECIPit:: Given a list of spe?cific annlications of

monetary policy, he will match these with Voir nrobahle

economic results.(80%)

SPECIPIC: Given a list of specific applications of fiscal

pol icy, he Will match them with their pi-ohnble ecommic

rosults.(20%)

GEVVAL: The student will hove the a'ility to formnlate.monetary

o1 icy presented with differing economic situntions.

3PECiFIC: From a furnished list of-41onetary policies

along with their economic c.onsequences, he will stale for

ether the economy was in a deflationary or

inflationary situation.(90%)



SFECIFTC: Given a list of economic situations, he will

state which monetary nolicies are de4irable.( 0%)

'ClEN,ERAL: The student will have f11 abilitv to formuln-te fisc;11

rolicy presented -wlth differing economic: Sltuations,

TECIFIC.: Pe will list the correct fiscal policy

inStroments to annly against inflationary and deflationary

sitnntions.(80%) .

SPECIFIC: lie will state in 1.51 words the nrbments for

arid against 'the i,r1portanco for the Toderal budt,being

halanced.(20%)

Gli;MAL: The st'Ident will, have lznowled.ge of some or f'he

problems agsociaterl with stabili,mtion policies.

IFECIFIQ: He will list the automatic stabilizers.(10q)

SPECIFIC: Outside of class he will write a 20n page aper

discussinfr the Possible incom-ratibility oTthe two

goals: full employment and stable prices.(20%)

SPECIFIC: wi 1.1 indicate which of the stabili;Ang factors

iNs ant to he most influential in snecific situations.10%)



T V 3Y .:3

To be a. w :1 1 i n 1-" o rme en h e t t hr.iiLd 1r o \V

the csop.tjaT (I h h,rac eris tic S t h6 SOCi '11 t C nnd capital

ifs tic ocilnotrzi 0 8..

e stud en t wi I l n.oW th n s n Li, al

features of t he social it a:n(3 can i tal ist e.conorlic systems.

1.) NC P C3 , 11(4 will x ri 1. a:i n in 1 5') words haw a n1 an Fi(.1

conornic 'system goes. about answerir,7 thf: 4 onesti-,ns4'

f an econ6mic order,(Pn)

f,C; 1 71.1C wi ) ) vri1Tii S. an d ovi et

economies .acr.onli-,1Fr to the fat I owi. rig criteria.: (80%)

1. ribs the sys tem inrovide a nrogresivelys.hi,crher

0
a-,

.1:3

s t,and and or living, for i. ts meM er

71oes i h. nrovirle reasnpable economic security for a1 1?

)oes i t. produce the goods and services can sumnrs' want?

4. oes it provide for an

u. I o ; the proper. incenti vs

equitable- distribution of

P

inCOM4!?

ist to rromote ef F'ic tency?

6. Is there sufficient stimul i for economic 'progress?
0



11011i.lr',14 t I

fJ) tho inrr iCitorlonendene,v n-,ong no it

j -nortont that, the s twl en t have ai' uoderstandin or the

1,1 rInp.1 ts' nternntional traoe theory and nractices.

'; :.12k ..,'Z PT V $.14 : The stld en t wi 1 1 ltn ow wh at is ',Ile an t by'

a ba 1 ance or i nternationnl. naymop ts.

G vPn a list or i tems arvl stati s tics, he will

rirramre them correctly and ue a le to state the *-nct

amount 0" n. countris trade deficit or strpl us, as the

case may be.(P0 )

G7;;v:,;!Lkk: He will understand the Princ inl Ps of in tern atipn al

trade Oleory.

.31).:C [RIX: Ho will give a precise and cc:mei de fin i tion

of the terms "compara Live" and "absolute advan tag . "(100%)

SPECIFIC:. Given 2 ht. c6!Intries and their

economic characteristics; he w i l l,

state the di rec tion

'i '41 which trade is likely to ,go, (100%)

111E011 Outside or cl ass he will wri te a 9nn nn,ge raper

describi.ng the rrnsent dilemma the U. S. faces in regards

to its gold stocic.(80%)

SPEC [PIC: He wil mitch ac fwal trade reslrl is between

two countries with condi tions in the two countries

likety to bring about the ,;tated results.(90%)



ECONOMICS OBJECTIVES: SET #

o

s I



UNIT

Introduction: Economics, the Discipline

I. Goal: The student shall have an awareness of what it is that is

studied within the discipline of economics and the central

problem to which the discipline is addressed.

Objective: 1. The student will define the terms economics, economic

analysis, and economic policy in less than 25 words

each0

2. scarcity is the basic economic problem; in less than

c.

II 1

25 words the student will state the two factors that

give rise to scarcity.

3. Given a properly driven and labeled hypothetical pro-

duction-possibility curve of a two goods economy the

student will be able to:

as state the output of the two goods at speci-

fied points,

b. state the potential and actual level of output

of the two goods at specified points,

c. identify the production-possibilities

"frontier ",

d. approximate the value of one good.in terms

of another at a specified point,

eo indicate the probable direction in which the

curve would shift given a specified change

affecting the capacity of production in the

economy, andd



explain in less than 50 words the reason for

the shape of the production-possibilities

"frontier".

4. The student will list the four major economic decisions

any economics system must make.

50 The student will properly draw and label a circular

flow diagram of economic activity, identify its com-

ponents, explain the essential relation it depicts,

and state the conditions for equilibrium in less than

75 words.

6. Given a list of alternative statements, the student

will indicate the one that most appropriately expresses

the use of theoretical models in economics as an

empirical social science.

7. In less than 25 words the student will state the con-

dition for an equilibrium situation.



UNIT II

National Product and Income:. l'easurement and Theor

Goal: The student will know the principal measures of production

and national income, their derivation, and their use.

Objective: 1. The student will be able to define production in one

sentence.

ti
?. Given a lit of six activities, the student will select

II. Goal:

those which would most definately be considered produc-

tion according to the correct definition of the term.

3. The student will state the two methods for estimating

G.N.P.

4. The student .will list in hierarchical order the five

principal measures of national income and identify from

a given list of terms those which distinguish one

measure from the other within the hierarchy, ( ie., those

items which enable one measure to be calculated from

the one preceding it within the hierarchy).

The student shall state the general relation between

the value of money and the price level.

6. The student will list a minimum of six reasons why

G.N.P. is not an adequate measure of economic well-

being

The student will understand the formulation of the simple

Keynsian model and its application in predicting the out-
,

come of an autonomous change in the principal variables:

consumption, savings, investment, and government expendi-

tures and taxes.



Objective: Given a simple consumption function of the type C = b +aY

and hypothetical values for b and a, (where C = consump-

tion and Y=GNP). . 0,9 the student will:

a. estimate the value for the m.p.co,

b. identify the Level of consumption if G.N.P. = 0,

c. estimate the value for the a.p.c.,

do on a two demensional diw.ram graph the consump-

tion function. indicating and labeling the values

for b and a on the diagram.
4>

e. identify the value of m.p.s.,

identify thil level of savings if Y.= 0,

go derive the savings function from the consump-

tion function given above,

h. derive the multiplier as:I.ociated with the

consumption function above, and

i. draw the savings function derived in (e) on

the diagram drawn in.(d)o

In less than 100 words the student will state and

explain the permanent income hypothesis and its impli-

cations rerarding the relative stability of the consump-

tion function in both the long and short runo

3. Given the initial cost of an investment, the annual

cost of maintaining the investment, and the expected

annual increase in output, the student will:

estimate the marginal efficiency of,the

investment, and

indicate whether the investment would be



undertaken given the various values for the

rate of interest.

4. The student will show the relation between the

est rate and the level of investment spending by draw-

ing on a two demensional properly labeled diagram an

investment schedule.

The student will write the formula for the equilibrium

condition involving consumption, investment, and govern-

ment spending, and explain the meaning of the equilib-

rium condition involving these variables by illustri-

i

ing an appropriately drawn diagram.

6. The student will explain in less than 100 words the

paradox of thrift.

The student will explain in less than 100 words the

relation between money and income mithin Keynsian

theory.

8. The student will state the equation of exchange and

define in one sentence each of its terms.

The student will state which of the terms in the

equation of ekchange are variable and which are con-

sidered constant according to the classical quantity

theory.



UNIT III

National Product and Income: Fluctuations and Stabilization

I. Goal: The student will have a knowleage of the performance and

behavior of the principal macro economic variables during

an economic fluctuation, and some under5.tanding of the fac-

tors which influence their behavior.

Objective: 1. Given a sharp downswing is indrway and the economy

is on a path toward depression , the student will select

the correct pattern of behavioS of the consumption/dis-

posable income ratio from three alternatives.

Given that the economy is in an upswing, the student

will choose from 5 alternative factors those which

would not influence consumer spending.

3. Given 4 major components of production and employment,

the student will select the one which has fluctuated most,

in the fluctuatiGn of the total economy during the last

40 years.

4. Given the economy is at the trough of a major economic

fluctuation and an autonomous increase in investment,

the student wills;

a. indicate diagramatically the three progressive

steps leading to a further increase in invest-

ment according to the "acceleration effect"o

b. explain in less than 25 words which step in

the answer to (a) would not occur were the

multiplier very low or zero,



c. explain in less than 75 words which step in

the answer to (a) would most likely not occur

assuming the "multiplier effect" was operative

and give two reasons that step may not take

place.

5. In less than 75 words the student state the probable

effect Of a constant money supply during the downswing

or upswing of a major economic-fluctuation.

6. The student will list 4 phases of the business cycle.

Given a list of 12 factors, the student will indicate

those which would most likely exert an influence to

enu a downswing and those which would most likely

exert an influence to end an upswing in a major

fluctuation of the economy.

II. Goal: The student will understand the implication of an economic

fluctuation in terms of its effect on employment and the

price level.

Objective: 1. In less than 75 words the student will write a summ-

30

ary description of the 3 types of unemployment.

In one sentence the student will define inflation.

The student will list the three characterized types

of inflation and indicate the range of their relative

rates of change.

4. From a list of 6 alternative wealth or income groups

the student will indicate which group will most likely

gain or lose during a period of inflation

The student will list or briefly summarize the major

arguements why inflation may be considered "bad" and



why it may be considered "good" according ta its

effects on real output -ner capita, and the distri-

bution of real income and wealth.

6. The student will draw the Phillip's curve on a pro-

perly labled two dimensional diagram and in less than

75 words explain the essential relation it depicts

and evaluate its theoretical and empirical validity.



UNIT IV

1ioney, Monetary Institutions and the Monetary System

I. Goal: The student will have a knowledge of the nature and function

of monetary institutions, and the organization and operation

of the monetary system of the U.S.

Objective: 1. The student will list the characteristics and functions

of money.

2. In less than 25 words the student will state the

principal function of financial intermediaries.

3. In less than 50 words the student will explain the

difference between an investment in the economic

_ sense and an investment in the financial sense.

S

4. From a list of 4 activities, the student will indicate

those which are performed by commercial banks in the

U. . but not performed by other financial intermediaries.

5. The student will state what limits the total volume

of bank credit that can be extended in the U.S., and

what limits the total volume of credit that can be ex-

tended by any banking system.

6. i.,iven a one bank economy with a given supply of curren-

cy (ie. hard money) in circulation of which 20% is

held by the public 'and the remaining held by the banks

as reserve requirement, and the total money supply

(ie. currenc:r + D.D.) is given, the student will:



0

a. estimate the ambunt of money held by the public

4
I

in the form of D.D.,

b0 compute the amount 'of currency held by the

public and-by the banking system,

c. estimate the rmount of currency the bank must

hold in resel, to meet the Legal requirements,

d. compute the excess reserves held by the banks,

e. estimate the total D.D. and money supply if

bans expanded their loans to the legal limit.

7. The student will state the 4 major functions of the

Federal Reserve.

8.. The student will state the three' major instruments the

Fed can employ tb control the money supply.

9. Given a list of 8 actions taken by the Fedi the student

will indicate the probable independent effects of

each action in the money 4upply.

10. In less than 50 words the student will define or explain

each. of the following terms:

ao near money,

b, adverse clearing balance,

co margin requirements, and

d. credit creation.



W;IT V

h.onettlr- Policy, iscr,l Policy, and 'stabilization

The iytuctent will understand the formulation of monetary

policy and the application of monetary instruments to

ilpplement monetary policy.

,iective: 1. In less than 1)0 words the student will state 'the

relation or chain of effect betweq,n the money supply

and aggregate spending according to the Keynsian model

and the "Portfolio-balances", pointing'out the

particular differences between the two.

2 Given alternative changes in thd variables on which

the demand for money depends, the student will indicate

whether there is an increase or decrease in the de' and

or money.

3. In less than 50 words the student will explain the mean-

ing of the: ":ond-tyy drag" giving particular attention

to the circumstances under which it can concievably

arise.

4. The student w111 write a 150 word essay describing the

three actions the Fed can take to rerlrain or' stimu
.

late aggregate demand giving particular attention to

the potential impact of each action°

In less than 100 words the student will explain why

one may expect, differential effects of "tight money"
fit

7

givintr an example of how a particular economic group

migot'be adversely affected.



II. Goal:

7

In less than 50 words the atudent will surmarize

the Fed' s policy of "leaning against the wind".

In less than 50 words the student will summarize

the arpuement advanced by proponents of a 100% reserve

requirement°

In less than 75 words the student *ill explain the

"liquidity trap",,giving particular attention to its

historical origin and its implication as to the ef ec-

tiveness of monetary policy.

In less than 25 words the student will suggest a

monetary policy that may be undertaken assuming the

validity of the "liquidity trap".

10. In less than 75 words the student will summarize

the arguement for a fixed growth in the money supply.

11: In approximately 100 words the student will explain

the "gold standard", giving particular attention to

its.prevalence historically, how the money supply

was regulated with the gold standard, and whether

it provided asvurance of price stability.

The student will understand the formulation of the fiscal

*policy and the application of fiscal instruments to im-

plement fiscal policy.

o

Objective: 1. Given an economy at a specified level short of the full-

employment level'of. G.N.P., and the public's m.p.e.,

ignoring the monetary implications and effects, and

assuming private investment remains constant, the

student will:

MJ



eotimate the increased net income generated

by government expenditures of a specified

amount finance:; by bank borrowing, (also assum-

ing the government expenditures are not trans-

fer payments),

b. estimate the net income generated by govern-

ment expenditures of a specified amount finan-

ced by taxation, and indicate the value of the

balanced budget multiplier,

c. estimate the peduction in 'government revenue

through .ta ation that would be necessary to

generate a specified increase in- G.N.P. were

.;overnment expenditures to remain constant, and

d. estimate the prob4ble net change in G.N.P.

were the government to generate a specified

level of expenditures for transfer payments

financed by taxation.

In less than 100 words the student will briefly

suorarie at least three arguements for public in-

vestment expenditures to combat unemployment and lack

of effective demand in the private sector and three

arguements against.

3. Given a list of 4 approaches toward government fiscal

budget policy, the student will indicate which approaches

are most appropriate or representative of the thinking

expressed in 6 alternative statements.

ti



III. Goal:

4. In lest than 100 words the student will explain the

possible conflict between a full employment, domestic

fiscal and monetary policy with, an international

economic policy of :aintaining an equilibrium in

the balance of payments.

Government fiscal and monetary stabilization policy raises

many issues and has many implications, the student will

have an understandin.g of some of these issues and impli-

cations.

Objective: 10 Outside of class. the student will obtain yearly in-

Caj

formation regarding the levels of unempolyment and

rates of inflation for the U.3. economy during the

past 15 years. This data will be presented on a two

A

dimensional diagram as that employed in the formula-

tion of the Phillip's curve.
it

In a 100 word, paper written outside of class the student

will evaluate the relation between employment and in-

flation in the in the aast 15 years on the basis

of the information derived and presented in the pre-

ceding objective.

3. The wage-price guideposts haVe been considered un-

realistic and a. failure, In less than 100 words the

student will summarize the reneral provisionsof the

guideposts (retails are not necessary) and summarize

three criticisms of the guideposts°

4. In a 100 word essay the student. will explain the origin

of the national debt and explain the pattern of its

relative importance to G.N.P. and the total of publiC



and. private debt0

5. in less than 100 words the student will summarize

at least 6 popular objections to the large national

debt and offer at least one rebuttel to each objection.

60 The student will summarize at least 6 reasons why a

severe depression is considered to be less likely today

than 50 years ago in lest; than 150 words.



UNTT Vi

Economic Growth and Development

T. Goal: The student *ill understand the principal asoects of con-

temporary and classical growth theory..

Objective: 1. The student will define economic growth in less than

25 words.

2. The Student will list two measures of economic growth

and in less than 25 words explain for which purpose

each measure is most important.

3. Two famous classical economists were pessimistic about

the pbssibility of continued economic growth. The stu-

dent will identify the two ecoftmists and summarize

each of their taiguements in less than fifty wordso

4. The student will list the three supply factors stress-

ed by modern theory as being most important to economic

growth and explain in less than 25 words how each

contributes to growth

5. Given a list of statements the student will indicate

the ones not representative of economic concepts ex-

posed by Adam Smith.

6. Given a list of income groups, the student will indi-

cate the group which would be expected to recieve an

increasing share of societies total income according

to Recardin theory.

7. Given a list of income groups, the student will indi-

cate the group which would be expected to recieve an



increasing share of societies total income according

to Yarxian theory°

8. Given values for the principal components of the

Harrod-Domar, the student will compute the full-em-

ployment growth rate of a hypothetical economy.

II. Goal: The student will have an understanding of the principal

problems of development of the less developed countries°

1. The student will diagram the "vicious circle of poverty"

and in less than 50 words explain the essential rela-

tion it depicts.

2. In less than fifty words the student will define and/

or explain each of the following terms:

a. "forced saving" by inflation,

b. population explosion,

c. tied loans,

d. dual economy,

e. balanced vs. unbalanced' growth, and

f. social overhead capital.

30 The student will list five means by which the U.Se

may possibly assist the econcidYc development of

less developed countries.

40 In less than 75 words the student will summarize

three reasons why fiscal and monetary policy as em-

ployed in the U.S. is

developed countries.

inappropriate for most less



ECONOMICS OBJECTIVES: SET# 4
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VII. Or anization of Each Unit of Instruction

Unit Objective:

As a basis for the study of Economics the student

will understand and be able to apply the basic economic

concepts, This unit objective will have been met if

the student successfully completes 75% of the general

objectives.

Specific Objective: The student will list the four

basic reasons for studying economics. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will define "eco-

nomic analysis" in less than 25 words. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will select at least

five goals of American Capitalism from a list of

{-
alternatives. (75%)



Q

Obilctive: The student will voluntarily

bring discussion questions to class that deal with

principles of economic analysis as they relate to

current events. (50%)

Specific Objective: The student will select from a

set of alternatives the primary measure of a nation's

standard of living. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state correctly

the relationship between the scarcity of economic

resources and the study of economics. (907)

Specific Objective: The student will list at least

four economic resources which are not natural resources.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will write examples

of four, common fallacies in logic which can interfere

with logical thinking in Economics. (75%)

General Objective: (3 of 5)

The student will understand the basis for the existence

of the "Economiying Problem" that is common to all

societies.

Specific 91112E11172: The student will lift and explain
a

the four factors of production in 25 words or less.

Specific Objective: (4 of 6) The student will define,

the following,terms in 15 words or less:

1. Communism



2. Lassen -faire

3. Socialism
.3

4'. Entrepreneur

5. conomics

6. Capital Goods

pecific.Objective: The student will write a short

paragra'L illustrating the "Economiying Problem." (80%)

Specific Objective: The student will apply his under-

ttanding of the five fundamental economic questions

that must be answered by every society which struggles

for-optimum economic efficiency by describing how

the United States,. the Soviet Union and Great Britain

attempt to answer the five questions. (65%)

General Objective: (4 of 6)

The student will understand the framework.. and basic

assumptions which make up the capitalistic ideology.

Susific Objective: The student will apply his know-

ledge of the framework of capitalism by selecting

at least two correct multiple choice questions. (100 %)

Example:
.

Competition means:

a. Sellers can cause artificial product 8carci-

ties and thereby manipulate the market price.

b. There is more than one seller in a market.

c. There are a large number of independently-

6



ter

acting buyers and sellers in each market.

d. A given product can be purchased at a %Amber of

different prices.

Siecific0121: (3 of 6). The student will define

the following terms in less than fifteen words:

1. Limited government

2. Private property

3. Market economy

4. Competition

5. Freedom of enterprise and choice

6. The role of self interest.
/.

Specific Objective: The student will write a short

paragraph explaining the use of advanced technology

(capital intensity versus labor intensity) in a

capitalistic economy. (50%)

Specific Objective: The student will apply his under-

standing of the .rule of cpmparative advantage (Nmaid

Ricardo) by answering the 'following multiple choice

question: (75%)

The Principle of Comparative Advantae states,,

that:

a. Specialization-may increase production,but_____
ft

only ijen the immediate disadvantage of capital

accumulation is entailed.

A region should produce those products in which

r

ft

Cs*

...C..n.



it has the greater absolute advantage or lesser

absolute disadvantage.

c. A region should produce only those products in

which it has an absolute advantage.

d. A region should not produce any product in which

it has an absolute disadvantage.

Unit II: Money and Banking

The monetary arena involves almost everyone. The

better we understand it the better we can fit into

society. To understand money it is important to under-

stand the functions and goals of our monetary institutions.

To meet this objective the student must meet 66 2/3% of

the general objectives.

General Objective:

The student will understand what money is. To

meet this requirement he must meet the requirements

of 75% of the specific objectives.

Specific Objective: The student will define money

in less than 25 words. (75%)

Specific Objective: The student will list two

functions of money. (75%)

Rencias2211tEtin: The student will list five

financial institutions. (80%)

General Obj ective:

The student will apply.the process of the creation

and contraction of money and credit. (40%) To fulfill



this requirement the student must meet (807.) of the

specific objectives.

Specific Obiestiye: The student will be able to

differentiate in a list of items those which are

assets and those which are liabilities and net

worth to a commercial bank. (80%)

Specific Objective: The student win list the

most important way in which the amount of cur-

rency in circulation is determined. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will write a

short paragraph on the main distinctions between

commercial banks and savings banks. (1007.)

Specific Objective: The student will list the

percentage of transactions which are made by

bank checks. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will state, in

50 words or less, the likely reaction of a

banker, in a prosperous economy, when he realizes

that there are excess reserves in his bank. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will choose the

correct answer in response to the question, "Where

do most bank deposits (dollar value) come from?"

(1007.)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

main reason for the legal reserve requirement.

(100%)



Specific Ob The student will state the

likely effect on checking deposits of a loss of

reserves when banks are fully "loaned-up" to

their reserve requirement. (100%)

General Obj ective:

The student will apply his understanding of the

Federal Reserve System and its relationship to money

and credit To meet this requirement the student must

meet 80% of the specific objectives.

Specific Objective: The student will list the

four main service functions of the Federal Reserve

Banks. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state to

whom the Federal Reserve Board of Governors is

most responsible, to the President or to Congress.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

five component parts of the Federal Reserve System.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will list two

"quantitative"and two "qualitative" credit controls.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

dollar amount of member bank deposits that can

be supported by one dollar of gold. (100%)



Specific Objective: The student will state, in

less than 50 words, the effect on credit c2

raising the rediscount rate. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

the volume of member bank reserves goes up or down

when the Federal Reserve buys government bonds.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state, ia

less than fifty words, the effect on credit, of

lowering the member-bank reserve requirements. (90%)

Sac, ific Objective: The student will state in less

than fifty words, the effect on credit of lowering

the gold reserve requirement for member-bank de-

posits (reserves). (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will write a short

paragraph on the differing effects on the money

supply when the Federal Reserve Banks sell bonds

to the public as 9pposed to selling them to the

commercial banks. (100%)

Unit III: National IncomeEELEELLAILREalma

Unit: National income accounts and information about

employment, prices, and income are a large part of

everyday's news. To understand the language of national

income accounting will allow a person to be a better

citizen, To meet the requirements for this unit the

student will have to meet 80% of the requirements of



the general objectives.

gal2a124212Etke:

The student will understand the nature and use of

the national income accounts, 75% of the specific

objectives will have to be met to fulfill this require-

ment.

Specific Objective: The student will list the

three ways that the gross national product can be

computed. (100%)

S ecific Obj ective: The student will state the name

of the sum of all income payments received by the

factors of production. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state what

the result is called if depreciation is subtracted

from the gross national product. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state in less

than 30 words the reason for using constant dollars

when measuring national income at different time

periods. (100%)

Specific t....ve The student will list the two

main uses of national income accounts. (100%)

General Objective:

The student will analyze situations using the

theory of income, employment, and prices. 80% of

the specific objectives will have to be met to ful-

fill this requirement.



Specific Obiestive: The student will state the rela-

tionship between consumption and savings. (100;4)

Specif# Objective: The student will define, in

50 words or less, marginal propensity to consume.

Specific Objective: The student will state the

likely spending pattern after a period of price

controls and the rationing of scarce consumer's

goods. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state that

likely spending pattern after a large increase

in income which is considered to be only temporary.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

the consumption function has been relatively stable

or quite unstable over the past 30 years. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will write a formula

showing the relationship between the multiplier

and the marginal propensity to consume. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will define, in

less than 30 words, real investment.

Specific Objective: The student will state the

necessary assumption underlying the working of

the multiplier. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

or not a full employment situation is obtained

automatically when equilibrium is reached.



Specific Objective: The student will state whether

consumption or private investment is likely to

fluctuate the most over a short range time period.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will describe, in

less than 50 words, the point at which a firm will

stop investing. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will write a short

definition of the "Marginal efficiency of invest-

ment," in less than 50 words.

Unit IV: Economic Chan es and the Business C cle

Unit: To be able to deal effectively with economic

fluctuations through economic policy it is imperative that

the student understand the underlying forces and to find

methods of measuring them. 66 2/3% of the general objec-

tives will have to be met to fulfill this requirement.

General Objective:

The student will understand the meaning and likely

effects of changes in the price level. 807. of the

specific objectives will have to be met to fulfill

this requirement.

Specific Objective: The student will cite the two

occupations that normally gain financially from a

deflationary period. (50%)

Specific Objective: The student will name the par--

ticular device which is used to measure changes



in the price level. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state with

.what speed and in what direction the value of

money moves during a period of hyperinflation.

Specific Objective: The student will state which

occupations would be adversely affected by a rapid

inflation (10% per year). (80%)

Specific Objective: The student will cite the

two most important questions to be asked when

analyzing the economic effects of inflation. (100%)

General Objective:

The student will understand the nature of economic

fluctuations. 75% of the specific objectives need

to be met to fulfill this requirement.

Specific Objective: The student will list three

factors which put the United States economy in

a better position to fight off a major depression.

(70%)

Secifiective: The student will list three

types of business cycle theories. (60%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

the banking system has large or small excess re-

serves at the peak of a major business cycle. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

relationship between the multiplier-accelerator

process and the upswing of a business cycle. (60%)



Unit V: Economic Policies

Unit: Economic policy is established through the

interaction of economic analysis with many social and

political variables. Voting on economic issues involves

an understanding of economic policy. It is therefore

imperative that students are able to apply the principles

involved in major economic policy issues. 90% of the

general objectives will need to be met to fulfill this

requirement.

General Objecttve:

The student will understand and apply the principles

of monetary policy. 80% of the specific objectives

will need to be met to fulfill this requirement.

Specific Objective: The student will describe,

in less than 50 words, two ways that the Federal

Reserve banks might attempt to bring the country

out of a recession. (100 %)

Specific Objective: The student will list three

goals of stabilization policy. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

relationship between the velocity of money and

the interest rate. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will list, in

less than 50 words, two general tools used by the

Federal Reserve System to limit the supply of

credit. (100%),



Specific Objective: The student will write a short

essay of not more than 200 words discussing the

policy of the Federal Reserve System during the

depression of the 1930's. The student will

include in this essay their policy regarding the

outflow of gold from the United States. (80%)

Specific Objective: The student will state in

less than 30 words the two main purposes of gold

in the United States monetary system today. (100%)

General Objective:

The student will understand and be able to apply

the principles of fiscal policy. To fulfill this

requirement he needs to meet the requirements of 80%

of the specific objectives.

Specific Objective: The student will describe,

in less than 50 words, two ways that the Federal

Reserve banks might attempt to bring the country

out of a recession. (100%)

Specific The student will list three

goals of stabilization policy. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

relationship between the velocity of money and

interest rate. (100%)

Specific Obitctive: The student will list, in less

than 50 words, two general tools used by the

Federal Reserve System to limit the supply of



credit. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will write a short

essay of not more than 200 words discussing the

policy of the Federal Reserve System during the

depression of the 1930's. The student will include

in this essay their policy regarding the outflow

of gold from the United States. (80%)

Specific Objective: The student will state in

less than 30 words the two main purposes of gold

in the United States monetary system today. (100%)

General Objective:

The student will understand and be able to apply

the principles of fiscal policy. To fulfill this

requirement he needs to meet the requirements of

80% of the specific objectives.

aecific Objective: The student will define, in

less than 25 words, the following terms:

1. "pump-priming"

2. "balanced budget"

3. "deficftespending"

4. "functional finance"

Specific Objective: The student will state the

most likely effect of high government spending

on an economy which is operating at much lees

than full employment. (100%)

acific Objective: The student will state the



possible conflicts between the goals of a stable

price level and full employment. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will state in less

than 50 words two ways that the government can

cut down on total spending in the U.S. economy

through fiscal policy. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state, given

the goal of a balanced budget, whether taxes are

most likely to go up or down during a recession.

(100%)

spsEifissuectt..ve: The student will state, with

the economy at less than full employment, whether

increased government spending will reduce, leave

the same, or increase private investment. (100%)

Specific Oblestiye: The student will arrange a

group of alternatives in the order in which those

policies will get government spending respect the

quickest. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will state, with

private investment held constant, the most likely

effect on national income of a balanced budget.

(100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state, in

less than 50 words, the most inflationary source

of government borrowing. (100%)



General Objective:

The student will understand and be able to apply

the practical problems of stabilization policy.

807. of the specific objectives will need to have

been met to fulfill this requirement.

Specific Objective: The student will state the

likely effect on the nation's money supply of a

large reduction in the public debt. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will write a

short essay on the "great unsolved problem of

monetary-fiscal policy": the dilema of how to

hold down inflation while stimulating growth

and employment. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

it is changes in the government debt or the absolute

level of debt which is more important in terms of

their economic effects. (100%)

Specific Oblistin: The student will state the most

likely effect on employment if wages are pushed up

by labor unions faster than productivity increases,

given the assumption that the government wants to

maintain a stable price level.

Specific Objective: The student will explain, in

less than 50 words, c possible conflict between

monetary policy and debt management. (80%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the



most likely result when strong unions and adminis-

tered pricing are accompanied by a monetary-fiscal

policy of Ancreased growth and employment. (90%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

most likely effect on monetary policy of a large

public holding of government bonds during a

strong inflationary period. (80%)

Specific Objective: The student will list, in

less than 50 words, the two major historical

causes of expansion in government spending. (100%)

Specif is Objective: The student will state which

is the most important determinant of private invest-

ment: the size of the public debt or consumer de-

mand relative to productive capacity. (90%)

amiticAtitctiye: The student will state whether

monetary policy, tax reductions, or increased

government spending is faster acting. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state the

relative growth rate of the gross national product

compared to the national debt: faster, slower, or

at the same rate. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

the economic costs of a war are paid for by con-

temporary or future generations when the war is

financed primarily by government borrowing. (100%)

Specific Objective: The student will state whether

he thinks the government can go "bankrupt" by

borrowing too much. (100%)
.


